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Abstract

In this paper, we introduce q-anologous of Lane Emden equations
as singular initial value problems. Some examples and their numerical
solutions are given; the numerical and analytic results, we show the
efficiency and reliability of the method.
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1 Introduction

Singular initial value problems in the second order ordinary differential equa-
tions occur in several models of mathematical physics and astrophysics [3-5]
such as the theory of stellar structure, the thermal behaviour of a spherical
cloud of gas, isothermal gas spheres and theory of thermoionic currents which
are modelled by means of the following Lane–Emden equation:

u′′(x) +
α

x
u′(x) + f(x, u) = g(x), 0 < x ≤ 1, α ≥ 0, (1.1)

with supplementary conditions

u(0) = A, u′(0) = B (1.2)
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where A and B are constants, f(x, u) is a continuous real valued function, and
g(x) ∈ C[0, 1].

Several methods for the solution of Lane Emden equations have been pre-
sented.Most algorithms currently in use for handling problems of the Lane Em-
den type are based on either series solutions or perturbation techniques.Several
techniques including numerical, perturbation, Adomian’s decomposition, ho-
motopy analysis, power series and variational iteration are employed in ob-
taining the solution of Eq. (1.1) (see, for example [6–8] and several studies
therein).

The modelling of several physical phenomena such as: pattern formation;
population evolution; chemical reactions; and so on (see, for example [9]),
gives rise to the systems of Lane–Emden equations, and have attractedmuch
attention in recent years. Several authors have proved existence and uniqueness
results for the Lane–Emden systems [10,11] and other related systems (see, for
example [12–14] and references therein).

In the present article, we are corcerned with Lane Emden equations and
we identified well-known Lane Emden equation as follows by extending:

A(q)D2
q{u(x)} +

B(q)

x
Dq{u(x)} + f(q, x, u) = g(q, x), 0 < x ≤ 1, (1.3)

where

lim
q→1

A(q) = 1, lim
q→1

B(q) = λ, λ > 0, (1.4)

and Dq is q − derivative operator,which is deformation of the usual derivative
operator, given by

Dq{u(x)} =
u(qx) − u(x)

(q − 1)x
, q ∈ (0, 1)

(see several studies [1] about the q derivative operator) .We call the equation
(1.3) q-deformed Lane-Emden type.In this paper, we try to solve (1.3) by using
the approach in [1], which is related to differential transform method.

In Section 2,we briefly recall the notations and preliminaries of the q-
derivative operator.In Section 3, the q-differential transformation method is
described. In Section 4, we show the operation properties of q-differential
transformation.In Section 5, the method is implemented to three examples,
and conclusion is given in Section 6.
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2 Notations and Preliminaries

Defination 1 Let q ∈ (0, 1).A q-natural number [n]q is given by

[n]q =
1 − qn

1 − q
= 1 + q + q2 + ... + qn−1,

[n]q! = [1]q[2]q[3]q...[n]q,

[
n

k
] =

[n]q!

[n − k]q![k]q!
,

where n, k ∈ N and n ≥ k.

Defination 2 q-counterpart of Taylor Series was introduced as follows by
Jackson in [14]

f(x) =
∞∑

n=0

Dk
q [f(x)]x=x0

[k]q!
[x;x0]k , (2.1)

[x;x0]k = (x − x0)(x − qx0)(x − q2x0)...(x − qk−1x0), k ≥ 1, [x;x0]0 = 1.

Here, q is a positive number with 0 < q < 1 and Dq q-diffrence operator
defined by

Dq[f(x)] =
f(qx) − f(x)

qx − x
, x �= 0, q �= 1. (2.2)
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3 q-Differential Transformation Method

One and two dimensional q-differential transformation was introduced in [1-
2] for solving the ordinary q-differential equations.Based on the properties of
generalized q-differential transform,the function u (x) can be represented as
follows.

Let u (x) be an analytic function, q-Taylor expansion of u (x) at x0 is of
the form

u(x) =
∞∑

n=0

Dk
q [u(x)]x=x0

[n]q!
[x;x0]n (3.1)

the k − th q-derivative of u(x)’s q-differential transformation is defined by

Uq(n) =
1

[n]q!

[
Dk

q u(x)
]
x=x0

(3.2)

and q-differential inverse transform of Uq(k) is given by

u(x) =
∞∑

n=0

Uq(n) [x; x0]n (3.3)

The function u(x) is expressed by a finite series and can be shown as

u(x) =

k∑
n=0

Uq(n) [x; x0]n (3.4)

4 The Operation Properties of q-Differential

Transformation

u(t) and v(t) two uncorrelated functions related to t where U(n) and V (n) are
the q-diffrential transformed functions similar to u(t) and v(t).Then, the list
below can be easily shown from [1-2]

1. if z(t) = u(t) + v(t) then,

Zq(n) = Uq(n) ± Vq(n).
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2. if z(t) = αu(t) then,

Zq(n) = αUq(n).

3. if z(t) = du(t)
dt

then,

Zq(n) = [n + 1]q Uq(n + 1).

4. if z(t) = d2u(t)
dt2

then,

Zq(n) = [n + 2]q [n + 1]q Uq(n + 2).

5. if z(t) = dku(t)
dtk

then,

Zq(n) = [n + 1]q [n + 2]q ... [n + k]q Uq(n + k).

6. if z(t) = tk , k ∈ N then,

Zq(n) = δq(n − k), δq(n − k) =

[
1 if n = k
0 if n �= k

]

7. if z(t) = tk, k ∈ N and z(t) = u(t)v(t) then,

Zq(n) =
n∑

r=0

qr.k−(n−r).rδq(n − r − k)V (r).
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5 Applications

Example 1

Consider the q-deformed Lane Emden type equation

D2
q{u(x)} +

2q

x
Dq{u(x)} + qu(x)

= q(2 − q)x5 + (2 − q)(1 + q + q2 + q3 + q4)(1 + 3q + q2 + q3)x3, 0 < x ≤ 1,
(4.1)

with initial condition

u(0) = 0, Dq{u(1)} = 0 (4.2)

Notice that the equation (4.1) becomes the usual Lane Emden equation when

q approaches one.Let us apply q-differential method to (4.1). After multiplying
both sides of Eq. (4.1) by x and we take q-differential transformation of both
sides of the resulting equation using the properties of section 4, and we obtain
the following recurrence relation

Uq(n + 1) =
1

[n + 1]q ([n]q + 2q)
[q(2 − q)δq(n − 6) + (2 − q)

(1 + q + q2 + q3 + q4)(1 + 3q + q2 + q3)δq(n − 4)

−
n

q
∑
r=0

qr−(n−r).rδq(n − r − 1)Uq(r)] (4.3)

Firstly,we substitute the initial condition in Eq.(4.2), and obtain q- transfor-
mation at x0 = 0 as

Uq(0) = 0, Uq(1) = 0. (4.4)
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Substituting Eq. (4.4) at n = 1, 2, 3 into Eq. (4.3), we have

Uq(2) = 0, Uq(3) = 0, Uq(4) = 0, (4.5)

Following the same procedure, Uq(n+1) can be found at n = 4, 5, 6... as follows

Uq(5) =
(2 − q)(1 + q + q2 + q3 + q4)(1 + 3q + q2 + q3)

[5]q([4]q + 2q)
= 2 − q (4.6)

Uq(6) = 0 (4.7)

Uq(7) =
1

[7]q([6]q + 2q)
[q(2 − q) − qUq(5)] = 0 (4.8)

...
By using the inverse q-transformation rule in Eq. (3.4), we applied the

q-transform method and obtained the following solution:

u(x) = (2 − q)x5 (4.9)

Example 2

D2
q{u(x)} +

q2

x
Dq{u(x)} + u(x) = 2qx3 + x2 + 2q(1 + q + q2)2x + (1 + q)(1 + q2),

(4.10)

0 ≤ x < 1,

with initial condition

u(0) = 0, Dq{u(0)} = 0 (4.11)
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having u(x) = x2 + 2qx3 as exact solution.
By multiplying both sides of Eq. (4.11) by x and then taking q-differential

transformation of both sides of the resulting equation using to properties of
section 4, we obtain the following recurrence relation

Uq(n + 1) =
1

[n + 1]q ([n]q + q2)
[2qδq(n − 4) + δq(n − 3)

+2q(1 + q + q2)2δq(n − 2) + (1 + q)(1 + q2)δq(n − 1)

−
n∑

r=0

q2r−(n−r).rδq(n − r − 2)Uq(r)] (4.12)

We apply the q-differential transformation at x0 = 0, therefore, the initial

conditions given in Eq. (4.12) are transformed as follows:

Uq(0) = 0, Uq(1) = 0. (4.13)

Substituting Eq. (4.14) at n = 1 into Eq. (4.13), we have

Uq(2) =
1

[2]q(1 + q2)
[(1 + q)(1 + q2)] = 1. (4.14)

Following the same procedure, for Uq(n + 1), n = 2, 3, 4... can be solved as
follows;

Uq(3) =
2q(1 + q + q2)2

[3]q([2]q + q2)
=

2q(1 + q + q2)2

(1 + q + q2)2
= 2q (4.15)

Uq(4) =
1

[4]q([3]q + q2)
[1 − Uq(2)] = 0 (4.16)
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Uq(5) =
1

[5]q([4]q + q2)
[2q − Uq(3)] = 0 (4.17)

Uq(6) = 0 (4.18)

...
By using the inverse q-transformation rule in Eq. (3.4), we applied the

q-transform method and obtained the following solution:

u(x) = x2 + 2qx3 (4.19)

this result is also the same as exact solution of Eq. (4.11) subject to the initial
conditions in Eq. (4.12).

Example 3

D2
q{u(x)} +

1 + q

x
Dq{u(x)} + u(x) = x3 + qx2 + 2(1 + q)(1 + q + q2)x + q(q + 1)(q + 2),

(4.20)

0 < x ≤ 1,

with initial condition

u(0) = 0, Dq{u(0)} = 0 (4.21)

having u(x) = qx2 + x3 as exact solution.

By multiplying both sides of Eq. (97) by x and then taking q-differential
transformation of both sides of the resulting equation using to properties of
section 4, we obtain the following recurrence relation

Uq(n + 1) =
1

[n + 1]q ([n]q + 1 + q)
[q(q + 1)(q + 2)δq(n − 1)
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+2(1 + q)(1 + q + q2)δq(n − 2) + qδq(n − 3) + δq(n − 4)

−
n∑

r=0

qr−(n−r).rδq(n − r − 1)Uq(r)] (4.22)

We apply the q-differential transformation at x0 = 0, therefore, the initial

conditions given in Eq. (4.23) are transformed as follows:

Uq(0) = 0, Uq(1) = 0. (4.23)

Substituting Eq. (4.25) at n = 1, 2 into Eq. (4.24), we have

Uq(2) =
q(q + 1)(q + 2)

[2]q .(2 + q)
=

q(q + 1)(q + 2)

(1 + q)(2 + q)
= q, (4.24)

Uq(3) =
2(1 + q)(1 + q + q2)

[3]q ([2]q + 1 + q)
=

2(1 + q)(1 + q + q2)

2 (1 + q + q2) (1 + q)
= 1, (4.25)

Uq(4) =
1

[4]q ([3]q + 1 + q)
[q − Uq(2)] = 0, (4.26)

Uq(5) =
1

[5]q ([4]q + 1 + q)
[1 − Uq(3)] = 0, (4.27)

...
By using the inverse q-transformation rule in Eq. (3.4), we applied the

q-transform method and obtained the following solution:

u(x) = qx2 + x3 (4.28)

this result is also the same as exact solution of Eq. (4.22) subject to the initial
conditions in Eq. (4.23).
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6 Conclusions

In this study, we identified to q-deformed Lane Emden differential equations
and the q-differential transformation method is implemented to the this equa-
tions as singular initial value problems. Three equations are solved and exact
solutions are obtained. It is shown the calculated results are highly compatible
with previous works on this subject.
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